
The all new FlexiTank reservoir revolutionises water storage, it is everything you need in one 
compact box. It requires no tools for assembly, reduces storage and shipping costs and takes 

minutes to assemble. It really couldn’t be simpler.  

Assembly Instructions

Capacity: 200 Gallons
Box size and weight:  

46 x 5 x 7”/13.7lb
When full of water:  

35.5” Diameter x  46” High

Capacity: 265 gallon
Box size and weight:  

35 x 8 x 6.5”/16.5lb
When full of water:  

47” Diameter x 35.5” High

Contents

1x ¾” click fit  
male connector

9x Support Poles 
(200 gallon) 
11x Support Poles 
(265 gallon) 

1x FlexiTank

1x ¾” Tap

1x Support Band
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Unpack the contents of the box  
and ensure all parts are correct.

Unfold and open your blue FlexiTank.

Attach the tap to the bottom of the FlexiTank by 
pushing it through the hole, keeping the tap at a 
90 degree angle anticlockwise (until the tank is full 
- see 7), ensuring there is a rubber on the outside 
and the inside of the tank and tighten the nut as 
tight as possible.

Insert all support poles into the side  
sleeves of the FlexiTank.

The Flexitank is now ready to be turned upright 
and moved into place.  Ensure that the Flexitank  
is placed on a flat and smooth surface to prevent 
damage to the plastic. 

Place the support band around the FlexiTank 
BEFORE it is filled with water. Slide band down the 
tank so it is positioned just above the tap. As the 
tank is filling ensure that the band is level around 
the tank.

Fill the Flexitank.  Once full with water, twist the tap 
90 degrees clockwise to the correct position.

The FlexiTank comes with a 1 year guarantee, 
covering manufacturing defects. Any misuse of the 
product is not covered by the guarantee.
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